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While the oldest known Krugerrands are the least expensive gold kangaroos gold coin, they are the
heaviest, weighing almost a kilogram. However, the U.S. Gold Eagle is more popular. selling gold
bullion online is the simplest method as the coins/ bars can be transported free of tariffs and taxes
imposed by most countries. However, in order to make your transaction more profitable, you can
follow some of the tried and tested methods.

Tips for Selling Gold Bullion Profitably

Given below are some ideas and tips that you can follow while selling gold bullion coins for huge
profits:

1.      Know the purity

Firstly, the seller should be aware of the purity of the coin in order to reason with the buyer for a fair
deal. Although coins have the guarantee of being traded worldwide, bullion bars must be
researched extensively before being traded in other countries.

2.      Study the market

Sellers should also keep up with the market as the prices of the gold change overnight. You can use
this to your advantage and enjoy a high price with low premium percentage. However, buyers can
be futuristic and think of the situations wherein prices can fall again. Selling gold bullion in bulk
would do the trick and buyers would, in most cases, offer a good price.

3.      Compare the buyers

Different buyers have different terms for selling and different expectations of gold prices in the
future. Therefore, it is important to compare buyers and find the one that suits your standards best.
For example, some buyers would offer a higher price for US Gold Eagle while others would offer
almost the same price for every type of coin. Browsing through different buyersâ€™ websites would offer
you more profitable chances.

4.      Organize parties

Gold parties have become very popular lately. Introduced as a business concept in 2008, these
parties earn huge profits for participants and some extra for the host. The host can earn between
$500 and $2500 per party.

5.      Sell online

Since shopping and selling online has become popular, safe and convenient these days, sellers can
ensure additional business for themselves, while maintaining a job. However, it is usually
recommended that sellers should keep their auction period strategically for gold prices fluctuate
rapidly on auction sites.

It is advisable to have proper guidance from a company/ website that deals with buying and selling
gold bullion to maximize your returns. Also, visit the website of the gold buyers thoroughly to find out
about hidden charges before making the final decision.
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a Selling Gold - If you are keen on a selling gold bullion for lucrative returns, you can visit
Usgoldbuyers.com. The company personnel will help you host gold parties and accept online
transactions. Sellers can even go to their office and collect immediate cash for their gold. You can
enter the gold business as an expert with the help of gold buyersâ€™ academy kit that they design
especially for amateurs.
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